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Project Management Practitioner's HandbookAMACOM, 1998
Well into the swiftly approaching millennium, project management will continue to be a highly desired skill
in the midst of great change. Because rigid organizational boundaries and responsibilities have blurred and
new technologies are changing the ways of doing business, results must be delivered more quickly and
accurately than...
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Session Initiation Protocol (SIP): Controlling Convergent Networks (McGraw-Hill Communication Series)McGraw-Hill, 2008
Telephone networks have come a long ways in the last 100 years. Or have they? If one looks at how a telephone network works, not much has changed. Connections are still made through “dedicated” circuits connected end to end for the duration of a call. While switchboard operators have been replaced by digital switching systems, the...
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Windows 7: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2010

	
		In early reviews, geeks raved about Windows 7. But if you're an ordinary mortal, learning what this new system is all about will be challenging. Fear not: David Pogue's Windows 7: The Missing Manual comes to the rescue. Like its predecessors, this book illuminates its subject with reader-friendly insight, plenty of...
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Getting Started with Unity 2018 - Third Edition: A Beginner's Guide to 2D and 3D game development with UnityPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn how to use Unity 2018 by creating your very own 3D game while developing your essential skills

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn to create immersive 3D games and Virtual Reality experiences with Unity 2018
	
			Build custom scripts to make your game characters interactive
	...
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Excel 2007 Dashboards & Reports For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Create dashboards that communicate and get noticed
   Use pivot tables and form controls to build reports that mean something   

   What's the use of putting out reports that no one bothers to read? Properly created dashboards are graphical representations that put data in a context for your audience,...
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CompTIA A+ Complete Study Guide: Exams 220-701 (Essentials) and 220-702 (Practical Application)Sybex, 2009

	Updated Coverage Includes Windows 7 Topics This study guide includes updated content coveringWindows 7topics which were added to the CompTIA A+ examin January, 2011. The supplemental content includes additional review questions, additional practice exam questions, and an updated objectives map. Two Exams in One Book! A+ Essentials (220-701)...
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Apache OFBiz Development: The Beginner's TutorialPackt Publishing, 2008
Apache Open For Business or OFBiz as it is more commonly known, is an open source framework designed to facilitate the building of Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software. ERP is a general name for any system which attempts to integrate all business processes and underlying data into one single system. Indeed the OFBiz framework not only...
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Moodle as a Curriculum and Information Management SystemPackt Publishing, 2011

	Moodle is the most widely used Learning Management System in the world. Moodle is primarily used as an online learning course platform and few people know how to use it in any other way. However, Moodle can also be used as a management system. By adapting Moodle to become a curriculum and information management system, you can keep your...
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Beginning JavaScript Charts: With jqPlot, d3, and Highcharts (Expert's Voice in Web Development)Apress, 2013

	Beginning JavaScript Charts shows how to convert your data into eye-catching, innovative, animated, and highly interactive browser-based charts. This book is suitable for developers of all experience levels and needs: for those who love fast and effective solutions, you can use the jqPlot library to generate charts with...
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Upgrading Your Home PCJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
With the Right Resource, Upgrading’s Easier than You Think
    Ever feel like PC technologies evolve so quickly that your own machine is out of date just months after you get it? Now you can keep up without taking it to a professional, without getting in trouble, and without buying a new one. Upgrading Your Home...
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Magento 1.8 Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	For developers with a little PHP know-how, this book will quickly have you exploiting both the basic and advanced features of Magento. Packed with practical recipes, it helps you build a truly impressive customized online store.


	Overview

	
		Customize the look and feel of your Magento shop
	
		Work...
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Beginning Arduino (Technology in Action)Apress, 2013

	Want to light up a display? Control a touch screen? Program a robot? The Arduino is a microcontroller board that can help you do all of these things, plus nearly anything you can dream up. Even better, it's inexpensive and, with the help of Beginning Arduino, Second Edition, easy to learn.


	In Beginning Arduino,...
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